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THE YOUNG BLACK
Maria Angélica

The case of the young man, it was only one of many of
the way that occur every day, i and many know that
case was extreme racism and injustice. despite the
assumptions of why that young man was approached
that way, i believe that independ of action, that form of
approach was extremely unnecessary. The situation
was completely controlled, but as a form of
superiority, the security, purposely imposes its
"authority" on that young man, end ends up so making
a creme and leaving impune, for its ethnicity, for
justice has color.



THE RACIAL PREJUDICES

 Rikelmy Marinho 

I think it was un necessary for the security attitude, it
was not necessary to stay on top of the boy for so
long. In this report I can see hour much racism still
existed and how much it remains hidden, because this
event was commented only superficially on the
internet an television.
Now we had on event where a carnival block made a
presentation where the devil wins God and this was
commented and viralized Brazil; I only know I have a
question: Why did the boy die, did not he become so
virulent?



PREJUDICIOUS SOCIETY 
Evilly dias

Racism and prejudice is not just a joke as many
people think,the vast majority of the population
discriminates against black people just because of
their color. Unfortunately this is what hapens in
today,someone only to have a distinct color is
humiliated or even killed by selfish individual who do
not have a minimum of compassion with different
sexual education people. Man should be aware of that
we are unique,being particularity,that way,we must
respect the individuality of each being without
discriminating or judging it. In the case of the 19-
years-old young woman who was strangled in the
Extra Supermarket,the security acted prejudicably to
immobilize the young brutally. The most incredible is
that the media did not have great repression as the
case of the dog's that was killed coarsenly for the
carrefour Supermarket,showing us that the life of a
Black man is less value valued than a dog.



Killer 
Tarsis Willian 

The security wanted kill the jevem because if he did
not want to kill him, would have let it go, very bad to
know that there are still ignorant and prejudiced
people these days, just because the young man was
black the security accused os tried to suppose the he
was wanting to sob the market bad this suffocated to
the death for no reason. 



Desvalorization
 Carlos Antônio

 The people do not know to have their others , racism
is a ridiculous thing because in my opnion everyone
will us be the same and we must be treated as such. I
found a lot of ridiculous what happened to Pedro in
the case of the supermarket as if midia did not care
about that already joined more to moving to the
supermarket for the security of what the Pedro as if
they were devaluing black people.



EXTRA RACISM HAPPENS 
Geovane Arruda

In my opinion the case of the young man who was
killed in the supermarket, the law was not correctly
enforced on security who on "gave" him a tie. The
security guard is responding in freedom for having
paid a small sum compared to a lifetime, he should be
condemnd. It may be a case of racism or not, but in
my point of view it was a case of racism,
unfortunately that happened.



RACISM THESE DAYS
Izabella Burjack

Racism is more and more present in the lives of black
people and there is also prejudice, many people face
directly and se do not have a shered of motion. We
must all realize that we are all equal regardless of
color, race, religion and sexual choice in the end we
always end up in the same place. The case of the
young Pedro from the Extra Supermarket shocked
everyone but after a few days he fell into oblivion, it
was not on Tv. We can present another fact that had
more relevance, on December 28 a dog was killed
inside the Carrefour supermarket and there were
protests, mobilization through social networks. The,
through the facts we realize that there is litlle case
when it comes to a young black man and should not
be, since we are equal regardless of anything, We
should unite and give the respective value and respect
that each one deserves.



TITLE:DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
BLACKS
VANESSA DANIELY

I think the prejudice in Brazil is very big, this case of
the young man who was strangled, was absurd, could
have solved without leaving for the violence, without
killing a young man who was not to blame for
anything, was only in the public place as the other
people, but the was wronged dead because of the
calor of the sking, and the security think he was a
criminal, without proof.



THE RACISM
ERICA VITORIA

Racism is a type of prejudice associated with races or
physical characteristics, many people practice the
act of prejudice because they are superior to others,
whether by skin color, intelligence, culture ... We can
analyze the case of the young black of 19 years,
assassinated by a security of Extra supermarket.
Racism is becoming more and more present in our
society. In my opinion we should inform ourselves that
this case is very serious, it generates depression,
violence and death, we must respect and accept that
we are all equal, regardless of color, opinion, culture
among others and parents and teachers should alert
young people and the children about this cause, say
no to racism.



SHAME
Warley Cabral

 In my opinion that happened to the young man who
died for safety unfortunately is our reality a very large
prejudice with the blacks of our country. This has
abready passed the limits have a lot of black people
dying. When they will understand that we are all the
same as color does not define anything neither
character personality etc. Yam ashamed of the
country that i live.



THE INJUSTICE

EMILLY BARBOSA

 In a world where we have as base of our

psychic existence the greed, to have always
more and a certain superiority, to think that
because I am white, to have a roof and a
comfortable car "I am already better than the
others". we have a lot of social injustice,
humiliating people, hurting (physically and
emotionally) other people for just thinking they
are different from them. in the case of the
young man killed in the Extra, I can not say
that the security man killed him out of
prejudice, but I can say that if he was a white
man or a "papa's boy" he would appear even in

the National Journal as Injustice.



Involuntary Racismo
Racism is present in the daily lives of Brazilians even
though they involuntarily, from small actions that are
seen as normal and end up bringing a great impact as
murder occurred in Extra. Black people are
increasingly suffering from racism in all areas of their
lives. In my opinion we have to extinguish all
expressions and racist jokes and educate young
people so that in the future the color of their skin has
no influence whatsoever on the way in which they are
treated.

Larissa Moreira 



Say NO to racism
In my opinion society is increasingly being dominated
by the ignorance that the black has no value and is
increasingly being dominated by prejudice and leaving
aside the love of neighbor and empathy. We can say
that the color of your skin defines how they treat you
and how they see you before society, this is an atrocity
and the human being needs to evolve quickly and fight
against prejudice

Valeska Sifuente 



  THE PRECONCEPTION IN OUR
DAY TO DAY

 Rafaella

Unfortunately the society brings characters of

attitudes and ways to think so racists that

unconsientely are presents in our days. the

case of Extra in my way to think is one more

reflection about racism present at the context

that empathy and equality. I know that some

problems sounds they never could be resolved

but nothing changes without paciente and

attitude. What is important is not to give up to

try to be better.



RACIAL PROBLEMS WHASTS
REASON

  In my opinion today is not easy for low class
people, more and more we are faced with cruel
news like that of a young man who was killed
only for being considered a threat or for being
black to what point we reached the year of 2019
has barely begun and these news and cases
are increasing, in the 21st century we have
these types of racial problems we must educate
the children the new generation teach that the
color of the hair does not change the character
of anyon.

Yasmin Moraes de Souza



   Racial Prejudice has been growing ! especialy in
relation to young black , can we have as an example 
the case of  the young black  of 19 killed by a security
guard inside the famous extra Supermakert in são
paulo security  said the young man had stolen from
the store but it was what appeared to have been the
case because the young man was whit his family and
said that the young man had not stolen anithing.
   The security forces were eventually revoned from
ofice by the act,wict did not help  because   a life had
alvod been  lost,peutps because the young man was
black he judget, since this is the reality in brazil and
in the world 
    The black and judget as animal only by the fact of
color of his scrim and abso by the fact that many
blacks live slums and on the streets fut many of these
people live places because they did not have the
opportunity ! even by preference due to certain
circustances ! fut as we know over the past centuries
the black suffered from this racism or that ethenic
war already comes from our  ancestares and is still
practicid today and racism is crime



Adriahn Vitor 



We should not judge

People who don’t know the evalue of a person don’t
know their our own value, these people who only
know how to judge and critize or the racist and
hyprocritor can’t live in society, for the simple fact
that the don’t accept a person the way that they are.
Lack of love of neighbor in society must be the
obligation of all, we can no longer accept racism and
prejudice 

Doglas Rafael 


